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Most off-label uses of prescription drugs are not supported by strong clinical
evidence, leading to millions ofpatients being exposed to poorly understoodrisks
without well-establishedbenefits. The FDA's approach to limiting these risks has
been to bar manufacturersfrom promoting their drugsfor off-label uses. But this
strategy has had only limited success and is threatened by courts' increasing
willingness to extend FirstAmendment protections to drug makers'speech.
This Article proposes that the FDA should shift its focus from off-label promotion
toward off-label prescribing. The Agency should provide information on drug
labels about the strength of the evidence that supports common off-label drug uses.
Leveraging the FDA's unique ability to gather and analyze information and
physicians' role as learned intermediaries could alter prescriber practices to
reduce the rate of unsupportedoff-label drug uses.
Regulatory De-Arbitrage in Twenty-First Century Cures' Health Information
Regulation
C raig K o nno th , JD ..........................................................................................................
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The 21st Century Cures Act (Cures),passed in 2016, seeks to regulate health data
at two levels. It targets the micro-level by preventing information blocking in
electronic health record regulation, penalizing, for the most part, those who
participatein a voluntary certificationprogram. At the macro level, it creates a
nationalhealth datanetwork, in which participationis voluntary. To the extent both
programsare voluntary, regulatoryarbitrageis easy. Firms canjust choose not to
participatein more robust regulation, thereby escaping regulation. However, in
promulgatingregulations, the Department of Health and Human Services (HHS)
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has taken steps to incentprovidersand other healthcareentities to participateboth
in the certification program and in the national network. I conclude that HHS
incentivesforparticipationin the certificationprogram which involve stimulating
market demandfor certified,as opposed to non-certifiedEHRs will be effective.
However, those for participatingin the national network are less so. I make
recommendations to make such participationhighly desirable.
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Jessica L. Roberts, JD, Alexandra L. Foulkes, MS, JD, Paul S. Appelbaum, MD, Wendy
K. Chung, MD, PhD, Ellen Wnight Clayton, JD, MD, Barbara Evans, JD, PhD, LLM,
G ary E . M archant, JD , PhD ............................................................................................
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Clinical genetics laboratoriesare handling more patient information than ever
before, including genetic data that has no established clinicalsignificance. Those
labs couldface legal liability if thatpreviously uncertaininformation gains clinical
significance and a laboratoryfails to notify the impactedpatients. Shouldpatients
choose to sue clinical genetics labs, what body of law will govern: medical
malpractice or ordinary negligence? We conducted a fifty-state survey assessing
whether clinical laboratoriesare "health care providers" for the purposes of
medical malpractice to answer this question. We found that six states expressly
include laboratoriesor laboratorypersonnel in their statutory definition of health
care provider,fifteen states have judicialopinions that treat laboratoriesas health
care providers, andfour states have caselaw concluding that laboratoriesare not
health care providers. Thus, twenty-five states have yet to decide this important
thresholdmatter. We therefore conclude that the legislaturesin these states should
provide clarity regarding the potential medical malpractice liability of clinical
genetics laboratories.
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Eachyear communicable disease outbreaks such as measles, mumps, andpertussis
occur, spurring debates in the media, among public health professionals, and in
the legislatureaboutwhat constitutes the appropriateresponse. Some stakeholders
assert the state should enact strict mandates because it is unreasonableto decline
vaccination, that non-medical exemptions should be abolished, and that state
health officials should intervene when parents decline vaccination for their
children. This article builds upon legal scholar Wendy Mariner and colleagues'
observation that courts following Jacobson v. Massachusetts "expanded,
superseded,or even ignored"portions of Jacobson'slimitations on police power.
Decades of jurisprudence have upheld compulsory vaccination laws as they
expanded in scope and rejected challenges to both compulsory vaccination laws
andremoval of nonmedicalexemptions based on Prince v. Massachusetts. A closer
examination of Princev. Massachusetts;however, reveals core quotes adopted by
multiple subsequent courts distorted dicta into binding law. Neither Prince's
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holding, nor its citing authority People v. Pierson ever addressed disease
prevention or vaccination.
At a criticaljuncture when numerous legislaturesare consideringbills to remove
nonmedical vaccine exemptions, this articleanalyzes how imprecision in applying
dicta set forth in Prince v. Massachusettsdramaticallyalteredthe development of
vaccine jurisprudence. Recalling the forgotten limits on police power, this article
describes significantimplicationsfor balancingConstitutionalrights andproposes
a solution that incorporatespublic health values of accountability, transparency,
and trust.
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Policy Implications
Jack son W illiam s, JD ......................................................................................................
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Reference-basedpricing is a new innovation in health care payment. Referencebasedpricing(RBP) is defined here as any announcedpolicy by a payer to place a
firm limit on its paymentfor a service or product basedupon some reference point.
With high prices consideredthe culprit in high US health care costs, some payers
are reconsidering the network contracting model, through which payers offer
patientreferralsin exchangefor an ostensibly discountedprice. Over this decade,
RBP has evolvedfrom a fairly simple beginning (shoppable services) to iterations
involving more complex legal and market leverage considerations, including
imposition of reference pricesfor state employee benefits, and "Medicare-Plus"
pricingby small employers. Recently CVS Caremarkannouncedthat it will marshal
its clients to place a limit on prices of new drugs,pegged to ICER cost effectiveness
analyses. This raises the prospect of payers acting collectively to impose a
reference pricingregime, which may come to include purchasingof services.
This paper taxonomizes RBP techniques and discusses the negotiating/leverage
dynamics andpracticaland legal implications of each. The principalpromise of
this innovation is price reductions through payer self-help rather than through
politically-fraughtrate-settinglegislation. But perils come from: (1) the game-ofchicken dynamic inherent in some techniquesif providers do not capitulate,
consumers may be left with narrower networks or balance bills; (2) without
contracting,accountable care organizationsand other payment reforms could be
supplantedby arrangementsdevoted solely to addressingprices; (3) possible costshiftingfrom self-insuredpayers onto fully insuredpayers, whose ability to impose
reference prices is restricted by network adequacy regulations; (4) legal
uncertainty about antitrustimplicationswhen payers act in concert. Nevertheless,
the paper concludes that further experimentation, including demonstration of a
Local HealthcareMarkets Payment Advisory Commission, would be worthwhile.
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